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Broadband System Broadband System -- II

Fiber Optic Management System.Fiber Optic Management System.
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Fiber Management.Fiber Management.

Fiber management Fiber management equipment willequipment will do one of the following:do one of the following:

••Will jWill jointoint two or more fiber optic two or more fiber optic cables.cables.

••Will rWill reduceeduce the fiber the fiber count in a cable.count in a cable. ( ( from 144 to 36 fiberfrom 144 to 36 fiber).).

••Will jWill jointoint the the outsideoutside fiber to fiber to the the insideinside fiber.fiber.

••Will iWill interconnectnterconnect fiber,fiber, optic transmitting and receiving optic transmitting and receiving equipmentequipmentss..
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Fiber Fiber Optic Interconnection Center.Optic Interconnection Center.
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Interconnection Box from Outside to Inside Fiber.Interconnection Box from Outside to Inside Fiber.

This This BoxBox InterconnecInterconnectt thethe outside fiber and the inside fiber. This box should be outside fiber and the inside fiber. This box should be 

installed no further than installed no further than 30 feet30 feet from where the outside fiber enters the building. from where the outside fiber enters the building. 

This distance is determined This distance is determined byby thethe Local  Building Code.Local  Building Code.

Capable of Capable of 
handlinghandling

24 to 288 fiber.24 to 288 fiber.
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Interconnection Outside to Inside Fiber mounted in a frame rack.Interconnection Outside to Inside Fiber mounted in a frame rack.

From the Interconnection centre, the fiber optic cable usually gFrom the Interconnection centre, the fiber optic cable usually goes to a oes to a 

connection rack, which can be 19” or 23connection rack, which can be 19” or 23”” widewide.. The CATV industry  uses 19” The CATV industry  uses 19” 

frame. The TELCO industry uses a 23” frame.  frame. The TELCO industry uses a 23” frame.  

TheseThese racks contains  Fiber Interconnection System , Passive equipmenracks contains  Fiber Interconnection System , Passive equipments and ts and 

TransmissionTransmission and receivingand receiving EquipmentEquipmentss..
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Interconnection Boxes Outside to Inside Fiber mounted on a wall.Interconnection Boxes Outside to Inside Fiber mounted on a wall.

In a small system, this type of In a small system, this type of iinterconnectionnterconnection bboxox can be used instead can be used instead 

of of iinterconnectionnterconnection bboxesoxes that fit in racks. These are usually installed on that fit in racks. These are usually installed on 

a wall a wall of a of a buildingbuilding..

Handles up to 24 fibersHandles up to 24 fibers
Handles up to 48 fibersHandles up to 48 fibers
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Interconnection Interconnection Stub CableStub Cable

This interconnetion box comes with a interconnection cable savinThis interconnetion box comes with a interconnection cable saving a g a 

fusion and helping for a faster and better connection. This connfusion and helping for a faster and better connection. This connection box ection box 

ccanan be installed in a 19” and 23” frame and can connect up to 144 fbe installed in a 19” and 23” frame and can connect up to 144 fibers.ibers.
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Fiber InterconnectionFiber Interconnection CentreCentre

Sometimes a costumer will want the splicing done in the main racSometimes a costumer will want the splicing done in the main rack. k. 

This unit can support 144 fusion or 12 splicing trays.This unit can support 144 fusion or 12 splicing trays.
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Splice TraySplice Tray

Usually a splice tray hold 12 or 24 splices.Usually a splice tray hold 12 or 24 splices.
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Fiber InterconnectionFiber Interconnection CentreCentre

••Often a connecting housing will Often a connecting housing will 

be order with a STUB cable. This be order with a STUB cable. This 

stub cable will then be connected stub cable will then be connected 

at one end with proper connectors at one end with proper connectors 

and the other end will be spliced to and the other end will be spliced to 

the junction box.the junction box.

••This STUB cable needs to be This STUB cable needs to be FTFT--44

or or FTFT--66, which are flamed retarded , which are flamed retarded 

cable. FTcable. FT--4 is used when the cable 4 is used when the cable 

stay on the same floor, and FTstay on the same floor, and FT--6 is 6 is 

used when the cable goes from used when the cable goes from 

floor to floor.floor to floor.

••This STUB cable can be of any This STUB cable can be of any 

length, sometime as much as 150 length, sometime as much as 150 

mt.mt.

STUB CableSTUB Cable

ConnectConnecting sectioning section
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Interconnection from Outside to Inside Fiber.Interconnection from Outside to Inside Fiber.

30’30’

OutsideOutside
fiberfiber

Inside Fiber Stub CableInside Fiber Stub Cable

FTFT--4 or FT4 or FT--66

PrewiredPrewired

Shelf.Shelf.

Example of an Interconnection Centre for a Telco or a CATV Example of an Interconnection Centre for a Telco or a CATV systemsystem..

BuildingBuilding

EntranceEntrance

SplicingSplicing

CentreCentre
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Fiber optic COUPLER Fiber optic COUPLER / SPLITTER/ SPLITTER

Sometime a fiber optic transmitter will feed more than one fiberSometime a fiber optic transmitter will feed more than one fiber. When this is . When this is 

required, you’ll need to install a optic COUPLER or SPLITTER betrequired, you’ll need to install a optic COUPLER or SPLITTER between the ween the 

transmitter and the fibers it needs to be connected to.transmitter and the fibers it needs to be connected to.

Optical Optical CouplerCouplers s // SplittersSplitters come in three types, as illustrated above, BARE with come in three types, as illustrated above, BARE with 

250 micron fiber, BARE with 900 mc fiber and in a plastic CASING250 micron fiber, BARE with 900 mc fiber and in a plastic CASING with 3.0 mm fiber.with 3.0 mm fiber.
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Fiber optic COUPLER Fiber optic COUPLER / SPLITTER/ SPLITTER

Optical Transmitter

Optical Transmitter

Optical Transmitter

NODE

NODE

NODE

NODE

NODE

Optical CouplerOptical Coupler

One NODE feed from single optical transmitterOne NODE feed from single optical transmitter

Two NODES feed with outside optical couplerTwo NODES feed with outside optical coupler

Two NODES feed with inside optical couplerTwo NODES feed with inside optical coupler

Optical CouplerOptical Coupler
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Fiber optic COUPLER Fiber optic COUPLER / SPLITTER/ SPLITTER

Fiber optic Couplers and Splitters can be order in a special casFiber optic Couplers and Splitters can be order in a special casing ing 

where they will be installed in a 19” or 23” main frame.where they will be installed in a 19” or 23” main frame.
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Rack Mount Compatible Coupler ModuleRack Mount Compatible Coupler Module

This module can be installed in a 19” or a 23” rack and carry This module can be installed in a 19” or a 23” rack and carry 

as much as  five outputs per module.as much as  five outputs per module.
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Fiber optic COUPLER Fiber optic COUPLER / SPLITTER/ SPLITTER

SpecificationsSpecifications
Oprerating Wavelength nm 1310 / 1550 Oprerating Wavelength nm 1310 / 1550 ±± 5050

Retrun LossRetrun Loss dBdB 5555

DirectivityDirectivity dBdB 5555

Operating TemperatureOperating Temperature CC --40 to + 8540 to + 85°°

SINGLESINGLE-- MODE Standard GradeMODE Standard Grade

RatioRatio UnitUnit Insertion  lossInsertion  loss

50/5050/50 dBdB 3.7/3.73.7/3.7

55/4555/45 dBdB 3.3/4.23.3/4.2

60/4060/40 dBdB 2.5/5.62.5/5.6

65/3565/35 dBdB 2.3/5.82.3/5.8

70/3070/30 dBdB 2.1/6.22.1/6.2

75/2575/25 dBdB 1.8/7.21.8/7.2

80/2080/20 dBdB 1.5/8.21.5/8.2

85/1585/15 dBdB 1.4/10.01.4/10.0

90/1090/10 dBdB 1.0/12.01.0/12.0

95/595/5 dBdB 0.7/16.00.7/16.0

SpecificationsSpecifications
Oprerating Wavelength nm 1310 / 1550 Oprerating Wavelength nm 1310 / 1550 ±± 5050

Retrun LossRetrun Loss dBdB 5555

DirectivityDirectivity dBdB 5555

Operating TemperatureOperating Temperature CC --40 to + 8540 to + 85°°

SINGLESINGLE-- MODE Premium GradeMODE Premium Grade

RatioRatio UnitUnit Insertion  lossInsertion  loss

50/5050/50 dBdB 3.6/3.63.6/3.6

55/4555/45 dBdB 3.2/4.13.2/4.1

60/4060/40 dBdB 2.5/4.72.5/4.7

65/3565/35 dBdB 2.3/5.32.3/5.3

70/3070/30 dBdB 2.1/5.72.1/5.7

75/2575/25 dBdB 2.0/6.02.0/6.0

80/2080/20 dBdB 1.8/6.81.8/6.8

85/1585/15 dBdB 1.3/7.81.3/7.8

90/1090/10 dBdB 1.0/9.21.0/9.2

95/595/5 dBdB 0.7/14.40.7/14.4
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Optical ConnectorsOptical Connectors

ST ConnectorST Connector

SCSC/UPC /UPC ConnectorConnector

MTP Connector for 2 fibersMTP Connector for 2 fibers

MTMT--RJRJ ConnectorConnector

SCSC/APC /APC ConnectorConnector FCFC/APC or /APC or FCFC/UPC/UPC ConnectorConnector
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Optical ConnectorsOptical Connectors

D4D4 ConnectorConnectorBICONICBICONIC ConnectorConnector

SMASMA ConnectorConnector EE--2000 2000 ConnectorConnector
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End of Optical ConnectorsEnd of Optical Connectors

End of a APC End of a APC connectorconnector

65 dB VSWR65 dB VSWR
End of a UPC End of a UPC connectorconnector

50 dB VSWR50 dB VSWR

APC

80

UPC PC

End of a End of a PCPC connectorconnector

40 dB VSWR40 dB VSWR

HFC system should always demand a APC fiber optic type connectorHFC system should always demand a APC fiber optic type connector..
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Equipment Required For Fusing Fiber OpticEquipment Required For Fusing Fiber Optic

CTCT--100B High Precision Fiber Cleaver100B High Precision Fiber CleaverFSMFSM--40F Fusion Splicer40F Fusion Splicer
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Optic Jumpers and Pig TailsOptic Jumpers and Pig Tails

Above is aAbove is a 3 mm3 mm fiber optic JUMPER with SCfiber optic JUMPER with SC--APC to SCAPC to SC--APC connectors.APC connectors.

Jumpers can also be order with aJumpers can also be order with a 900 mc900 mc fiber.fiber.

When order with one optical connector at When order with one optical connector at one end onlyone end only, it is called a, it is called a PIG TAIL JumperPIG TAIL Jumper
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Optical TerminatorsOptical Terminators

FCFC--UPC Terminator, can UPC Terminator, can 

also be a FCalso be a FC--APC.APC.

SCSC--APC Terminator, can APC Terminator, can 

also be a SCalso be a SC--UPC.UPC.
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Optical Adapters.Optical Adapters.

SC to FC AdapterSC to FC Adapter ST to SC AdapterST to SC Adapter FC to ST AdapterFC to ST Adapter

SC to SC AdapterSC to SC Adapter EE--2000 Adapter2000 AdapterFC to FC AdapterFC to FC Adapter
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Variable Optical Attenuator.Variable Optical Attenuator.

This variable attenuator will work fromThis variable attenuator will work from 00 to  to  --35 dB35 dB..

It can be order with all of the connectors previously mentioned.It can be order with all of the connectors previously mentioned.
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Fixed Optical Attenuators.Fixed Optical Attenuators.

SC & FC Build out Attenuator.SC & FC Build out Attenuator.

900 mc Fixed Value In900 mc Fixed Value In--Line attenuators.Line attenuators. 3.0 mm Fixed Value In3.0 mm Fixed Value In--Line attenuators.Line attenuators.
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Optical Adapter Plates.Optical Adapter Plates.

Six, Eight and twelve Pack SC Adapter Plate.Six, Eight and twelve Pack SC Adapter Plate.

SC Moulded six pack Adapter Plate.SC Moulded six pack Adapter Plate.
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Optical Cleaner Kits.Optical Cleaner Kits.

ACTACT--01 Adapter Cleaner Tips.01 Adapter Cleaner Tips.

Ferrule Cleaner.Ferrule Cleaner.
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Optical Tool KitsOptical Tool Kits

This Kit contains all the preparation tools for splicing and cleThis Kit contains all the preparation tools for splicing and cleaning fiber optic.aning fiber optic.
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Optical Optical Outside Work.Outside Work.

Outside Fiber Optic Splicing ClosureOutside Fiber Optic Splicing Closure
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Optical Optical Outside Work.Outside Work.

Outside Fiber Optic Splicing ClosureOutside Fiber Optic Splicing Closure
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Optical Optical Outside Work.Outside Work.

Outside Fiber Optic Splicing ClosureOutside Fiber Optic Splicing Closure
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Test!Test!
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••What does a fiber optic interconnection boxes do?What does a fiber optic interconnection boxes do?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••Name two types of fiber optic connectors used in a HFC system?Name two types of fiber optic connectors used in a HFC system?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••What is a variable optical attenuator?What is a variable optical attenuator?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••What is the loss of a SCAPC connector?What is the loss of a SCAPC connector?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••What is the angle of a APC connector?What is the angle of a APC connector?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••Where and why do we use an optical jumper?Where and why do we use an optical jumper?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••What is an optical pig tail and where do we usually install it?What is an optical pig tail and where do we usually install it?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

••What operation do we need to splice two fiber optic together?What operation do we need to splice two fiber optic together?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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